
Set up

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Your machine has gone through the Pre-Delivery Service and It's ready to

start-up.

The first step is to connect it to the power supply network(Plug-in).

Once the machine is placed in the workplace, it must be al least 3 - 4

hours at rest before turning it on, so that the compressor gas stabilizes.

The machine will take around 24 hours to fill all the tanks with water, in

normal climatic conditions..

The machine can be configurated using icons 21 and 22.
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When the icon flashes, the system is detecting a leak. Press and Hold to start-up or shut off the machine.

Normally the icon stays lit. When it flashes, the filters needs to be 

replaced.

Press and Hold           until the red tap flashes.

Press and Hold          to dispense hot water.

Displays the current relative humidity. Press and hold the icon until the red tap flashes.

The arrow indicates water level, pointing at 1 means the top tank is 

empty,  5 means the top tank is full.

Press the icon to switch water temperature display between Celsius and 

Fahrenheit.

The icon flashes, when dispensing cold water.
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Press the icon              and then press              to set preferred value.

a. H-ON/OFF : Turn on/Turn off heating function.

b. C-ON/OFF : Turn on/Turn off cooling function.

c. W-ON/OFF : Turn on/Turn off water generation.

d. H-075~095 : Adjusting hot water temperature (range: 75-95 ℃).

e. C-004~010 : Adjusting cold water temperature (range:4-10℃).

f. T-*** : Displays filter use. Reset to zero on filter system usage period.

g. RESET : reset to factory standard.

The indicator displays current temperature of cold water.

Cooling function enable/disable indicator

4

When this icon shows motion, the machine is generating water. 

When the icon lights on without motion, water generating stops. 

When the icon flashes, it means the water generating function has 

been shut off manually.

The icons are lit when UV is operating. Uv lamps operate intermittently. The icon 

will flash when one of the UV is faulty. UV1: Top Tank, UV2: Inline, UV3: Bottom 

Tank

The indicator displays current temperature of hot water.

The pump is working when the icon flashes. Press and hold the icon to dispense cold water.

When the icon flashes, it means the tap is unlock to dispense hot 

water.
Water is recirculating in the top tank when this icon flashes.

The arrow indicates water level, pointing at 1 means the bottom 

tank is empty, 5 means the bottom tank is full.
The unit is in the defrosting process when this icon flashes.

This icon will flash when one of the UV lights needs replacement. Heating function enable/disable indicator

Screen Indicators


